
WONDERFUL WOODPECKERS WALL OF WOWS! 

                                                                                               

This part of your page will be used to share WOW moments you have 

had at home during the week. It will also be used to share some funny 

jokes, games and the word of the week. You might want to try to use 

it in some of your work during the week.  

 

If you can think of anything else to add to this page, or you want to 

share a joke or a WOW moment then send an email to 

woodpeckers@urchfont.wilts.sch.uk. Make sure you get permission 

from an adult. Take care, keep in touch and stay safe.  

 

WOW moments 

 Freya has been busy making a Powerpoint presentation about her 

favourite animal, the elephant. 

 Douglas has been playing a times table game at home that his 

Mum made up. 

 Casey made a super spelling powerpoint quiz. 

 Toby did a fantastic job at writing a persuasive letter to try and 

persuade me to do more lessons outside when we are back at 

school. 

 Maddie made an excellent quiz about rivers using powerpoint 

(she may also have beaten me on Times Table Rockstars) 

 Alfie has shown off his artistic skills with a truly wonderful 

painting! 
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WORD GAMES 

Can you work out these sayings from the pictures? Answers next 

week! 

Last weeks answers 

                    

   Summary                      Cross roads                 Travel overseas 

How many did you get right? New word puzzles will be put up after 

the holiday.  

 



JOKES 

 

How does Easter end?  With the letter ‘r’! 

How does the Easter bunny travel? By hare plane! 

   

What kind of books do bunnies like?  Ones with hoppy endings! 

   

What happened to the egg after it was told a funny joke?  It 

cracked up!  

Why did the Easter bunny have to fire the duck? Because t kept 

quacking all the eggs! 

How many Easter eggs can you put in an empty basket? Only one 

because after that it’s not empty anymore! 

 

                 


